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Eclipse MV18000 computer
gains floating-point processor
Data General has announced a single-board
floating-point processor option for the company's Eclipse MV/8000 32-bit virtualmemory computer.

an additional terminal.
Each emulation terminal contains a host
processor with 64K bytes of host memory,
I/O control, and display control. The host
and emulation systems have separate buses
and memories, avoiding contention problems.
Each terminal can be configured for particular application needs by adding the optional 200-ns memory and real-time transparent analysis capability. Memory-mapping between internal emulation and the user's
memory is software-selectable. Program files
can be loaded and stored using the station tape
drive or the terminal mode via the serial data
link.
The emulation terminal system is priced
within the US at between $14,400 and
$22,600. Additional software costs $550.
Deliveries are in 12 to 16 weeks.

By using a data path that is 64 bits wide, the
Model 8704 floating-point processor gives a
double-precision Whetstone value of 875K,
according to Data General. The single-precision Whetstone value is 1150K. The FPP option significantly increases the speed of the
MV/8000's double-precision calculations for
engineering and scientific users.
Floating-point instruction formats are identical to previous Eclipse MV/8000 microcode
formats. Users with installed Eclipse
MV/8000 systems can upgrade their configurations to include an FPP. No reprogramming is necessary.
In the event of a problem, the microcode instructions for the non-FPP instruction set can
be booted into the system so that operations
can continue in a slower mode without downtime. With each Eclipse MV/8000 system purchased with the optional FPP board, two
copies of the system microcode instructions
are included: one for the microcode-implemented floating-point operations, and one for
the hardware accelerator.
Both single- and double-precision arithmetic are performed by the FPP. Singleprecision (32-bit) gives six to seven significant
decimal digits, while double-precision (64-bit)
gives 14 to 15 significant digits. Both precision
calculations can use one or two guard digits.
During the truncation or unbiased rounding
operations, these digits maintain maximum
calculation accuracy. Calculations over a
decimal range of 5.4 x 10-79 to 7.2 x 1075 are
supported.
The floating-point word format follows
industry-standard hexadecimal representation. It allocates the sign to bit zero and the exponent to bits one through seven. The mantissa is contained in bits eight to 31 (singleprecision) or bits eight to 63 (doubleprecision).
The Eclipse MV/8000 floating-point processor is priced at $8800, with delivery 120
days after receipt of order.
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The basic Hewlett-Packard Model 64005S emulation terminal system includes a development station with a cartridge tape drive and emulation hardware/software for the selected microprocessor.
Directed syntax through eight soft keys works to eliminate syntax errors.

HP 64000 emulation available for mainframe
Hewlett-Packard's Model 64005S emulation terminal system lets mainframe users
augment existing microprocessor product
development tools for their computers with
the real-tine, transparent emulation of the
HP 64000 logic development system. With
RS-232C (V.24) or current loop interfaces for
serial data links to the computer, the HP
64100A development station can be used as an
ASCII terminal or as a stand-alone emulation
station. Logic analysis is optionally available.
Microprocessor product developers can
evaluate hardware and software performance
at any stage of development. The data link
transfers Intel or Tektronix hexidecimal file
formats in either direction; the emulation station accepts HP 64000 absolute file format.
The HP 64005S can be added to an existing
computer network. When the terminal is not
required for emulation functions, it serves as
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Analog Devices' MacO2-28 nine-track magnetic tape drive unit, compatible with the company's Macsym 2 minicomputer-based measurement and control system, stores 4M bytes of
information per 1000 feet of magnetic tape.
Storage density is a user-selectable 800 or 1600
bpi at 18.75 ips. A typical application yields a
throughput of 400 floating-point samples per
second. Macsym 2 units can be upgraded to include the MacO2-28. Power consumption is
specified at 985 watts, including the host Macsym 2 and CRT terminal. Power supplies are
available for 115 V at 50 or 60 Hz, or 230 V at
50 Hz. The complete system-including the
tape drive, a Macsym 2, a 6' rack enclosure,
mounting hardware and cables, system software, documentation, and on-site installation
supervision-is priced at $29,328, with delivery
90 days after receipt of order.

Miller Technology's M-80 single-board microcomputer has a Z80 CPU, sockets for 2K/4K of
PROM, 2.1K of RAM, 16 highly flexible l/O lines, and a system clock. The board also provides a
breadboard area and 12 decoded address strobes. Designed for test equipment, smart peripheral
controllers, and dedicated control and processing applications, the 4.5"X6.5" board can be
mounted in a card cage or by standoffs. Two software packages, Wang's Tiny Basic and Miller
Technology's M-80 system monitor, are optionally available. Unit prices start at $28.50 for the bare
board, $69 for a kit, and $185 for a fully assembled and tested board. The assembled board has a
one-year guarantee.
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Advanced word processing
available for IBM Systeml34

Dual-protocol terminal
accesses two mainframes

The WP909 general-purpose expansion
chassis introduced by Wesperline, a division
of Wespercorp, is a 51/4'" rackmount product
that accommodates one or two DEC four-slot
backplanes or one nine-slot unit. It is designed
specifically for users who have run out of
backplane room in their computers or who
prefer to have specific controllers or interfaces in a separate container.
The expansion chassis comes standard with
5 V at 15 A, and ± 15 V at 2 A. Optional 25 A
supplies are also available. A snap-off front
cover provides access to all PCBs for removal,
insertion, or testing without dismounting the
chassis. All WP909s come equipped with rack
slides, cooling fans, and mounting hardware.
Prices start at $750 in single quantity, with
OEM discounts available. Delivery is 30 days
after receipt of order.

WordPower II, the latest stand-alone software product from Professional Computer
Resources, Inc., brings advanced wordprocessing capabilities to the IBM System/34
computer. It features self-documented text
entry/edit keys and a forms application.
Instructional command keys simplify text
entry and editing functions, such as centering
and margin justification. Memorization of a
command structure is not necessary for operation. The electronic forms application allows
a user to create, fill out, store, print, and
revise forms. It also permits creation of data
processing files.
The software features power typing and an
automatic carriage return. Several printer options, including a Xerox daisy wheel printer,
are available.
WordPower II enhances the capabilities of
the firm's basic WordPower system, introduced three years ago. Either system can be installed on any System/34 and operates concurrently with any software system already in
place. Both systems allow creation of a variety
of documents, including correspondence,
proposals, estimates, reports, mailings, and
labels, and can be used to merge existing data
files into brochures, catalogs, and mailing
pieces.

ECS Microsystems' Series 4000 dual-protocol information terminals directly access two
mainframes and can be configured into concatenated local networks. Currently available
dual-protocol capabilities include Burroughs
TD 830, NCR 796-501, Honeywell VIP 7700
and 7801 emulations, as well as VT 52-compatible TTY. Protocols can be selected in any
combination, and kits are available for upgrading ECS 4000s in the field.
The ECS terminal provides all the services
normally associated with each mainframe terminal type being emulated. Multiple 4000s
can be concatenated from each line or modem
for local network use.
An auxiliary serial or parallel printer can be
supported with all original protocol printer
functions. Each terminal is supplied with
dual-legend keys for protocol-unique functions.
The dual-protocol capability is achieved
with the company's universal protocol cards,
which also contain firmware and I/O
facilities. Instant keyboard protocol selection
is achieved with an executive PROM.
The Series 4000 terminal is priced at $4300
in single units, with volume discounts
available. Included in the price are the ECS
4000 information station, two universal protocol cards, interface cards, and the executive
PROM.
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Expansion chassis accommodates
four- and nine-slot DEC units
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